DEVELOPMENT OF MOVEMENT

ENORMOUS DEVELOPMENT OF THE BRAIN
Rapid Development of the Cerebellum
Equilibrium is Acquired in Four Stages
Cycles of Activity

Control of the Head
- When placed on the face, the child can lift his head and shoulders
- He can sit if helped
- He can sit by himself
- He can hold himself erect but walks on four limbs
- His walking movements when held up are made on big toe
- He places the foot flat on the ground
- He walks without help
- He walks carrying heavy objects
- He catches hold of objects when climbing
- He goes up the Staircase

Gymnastics
- Runs and holds things with certainty
- Takes long walks

THE FIRST THING IS TO BE ALIVE
Physiological Adaptations
- Development of Grasping
- Instinctive Premotion: He Stares His Hand
- Intentional Grasping of Objects

PREHENSION BECOMES PURPOSEFUL
- (Work and Repetition—Discrimination Between Desires)
- Grasping of Something Selected (Choice)

STRENGTH
- Lifts Heavy Objects in His Arms
- Hands Used to Help in Climbing
- Finds Opportunities for Maximum Effort

COORDINATION BY MEANS OF EXPERIENCE
- Exercises with the Hand
- Work Leading to Independence
- Moves Things About with a Purpose
- Cleaning and Dusting
- Laying the Table

"HELP ME TO DO IT MYSELF!"